Important Information at a glance

Please register yourself in the mailing list (news-07)!
You can find an instruction and Video-Tutorial on [https://www.hs-niederrhein.de/faculties/textile-and-clothing-technology/students/#c23302](https://www.hs-niederrhein.de/faculties/textile-and-clothing-technology/students/#c23302). The mailing list is a very good alternative to get important information to all students (for example: when a lecture has to be postponed, cancelled e.g.). Postponements/ Cancellations of lectures you find also in the display case vis-à-vis the Dean’s office.

Relevant information in the internet
Actual information of the faculty: [https://web.hs-niederrhein.de/faculties/textile-and-clothing-technology/students/#c39644](https://web.hs-niederrhein.de/faculties/textile-and-clothing-technology/students/#c39644)
Facebook of the faculty: [https://www.facebook.com/dek07tub](https://www.facebook.com/dek07tub)

Display case next to the Dean’s Office
Here you find schedules, registration in groups, postponements or cancellation of lectures etc.

Application for email account and for your password
Each enrolled student has a personal user ID (so-called university account) and thus a personally assigned email address (first name.last name@stud.hn.de). The students receive the password with the enrollment. For the communication with the university the students are obligated to use this email address exclusively and to retrieve it at least once a week. For any further questions please contact KIS (Kommunikations- und Informationssysteme Service), Building N.

Application of the WLAN-Account
With your email account you have to go to KIS in order to apply for the WLAN-account. [https://www.hs-niederrhein.de/kis/](https://www.hs-niederrhein.de/kis/)

Issue of TAN-numbers:
The IT Service KIS is issuing the TAN-numbers (Building N, room N E25, Monday-Friday: 8.00-16.00 h)

Faculty’s Student Organization (FSR)
Consultation hour: Thursday, 13:00 – 14:00 h, room E 200 (please await the update)
Web: [https://www.hs-niederrhein.de/faculties/textile-and-clothing-technology/students/#c26161](https://www.hs-niederrhein.de/faculties/textile-and-clothing-technology/students/#c26161)
E-Mail: fsr07@hs-niederrhein.de, Facebook: [www.facebook.com/FachschaftNullSieben/](https://www.facebook.com/FachschaftNullSieben/)

Advisory Tutorial (Marie Kuehl, Michele Lemper) (please await the update)
Consultation hour: Thursday, 13.00 – 14.00 h, room E 200, E-Mail: vertrauenstutorium.fb07@hs-niederrhein.de

Foreign Tutorial: (Philomena.Mayer@stud.hn.de)
Consultation hour: Thursday, 12.30 – 14.00 h, room H E10
E-Mail: auslandstutorium.fb07@hs-niederrhein.de

Family Services Office
(Advice on working/studying and family life)
E-Mail: Anna.Koch(at)hs-niederrhein.de ; familienservice@hs-niederrhein.de, Phone (MG): 02161 186-6041 or in Krefeld: 02151 -822 3643

Psychosocial Counselling Service – Psychosoziale Beratungsstelle (PSB)
Coaching, crisis intervention, conflict counseling, psychological counseling and social counseling (strictly confidential!)
Web: [www.hs-niederrhein.de/psychosoziale-beratungsstelle](https://www.hs-niederrhein.de/psychosoziale-beratungsstelle)

Offer of software of our faculty:
Collected information about the newsletter, the offer of software from windows, WGSN, WLAN, you find at [https://web.hs-niederrhein.de/faculties/textile-and-clothing-technology/faculty/#c22336](https://web.hs-niederrhein.de/faculties/textile-and-clothing-technology/faculty/#c22336)

Computer lab: room H E23, opening hours on the door

Check exam registration
You should double check the registration of your exam registration in the campus-management-system (hio.hsrn.de). If it is missing here, your registration was not correct!

Elective courses and seminars
Are not advisory for first semester (only non-specific classes or language courses). Also collect information about the seminars in advance for higher semesters

Silent room in S K08